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           THE BASES OF THE MODERN THEORY OF SOCIETIES 
                                              Abstract 
This paper is an attempt to briefly describe the results of development of the 
modern theory of the societies (MTS), based on A.Comte's  positivism, 
organismical H.Spencer's ideas, E.Durkheim’s doctrine about " the social facts", 
structural-functionalism by T.Parson’s school, A.Bogdanov’s principle of 
"selection of social complexes". 
     The society is seen as the stable social integrity manifesting reasonable 
behaviour is similar to an alive organism. Thus stability of society is shown in its 
ability to save the vital values despite of challenges which can be treated as social 
needs or social problems. Examples of societies in this sense are families, 
settlements, cities, nations, firms, parties. The reasonable behaviour of society is 
manifested in its ability to reveal and solve social problems by means of creation 
and introductions of the appropriate social institutes, social norms and values, 
innovations, organizational systems and structures, technologies, practices, ideas, 
knowledge and other samples of public culture (SPC). 
Object of research of MTS is various types of societies, since primitive and ending 
modern societies. The main purpose of MTS consists in improving existing 
societies and designing new ones. The research includes revealing general features 
of societies, development the adequate conceptual model of functioning society 
and the pattern of social evolution, and also development of methods of perfecting  
existing societies and designing new types of societies, including global society.   
The research argues that: 
- the societies derive natural, artificial or mixed ways in result of  
the organizational construction out of  the "building material" for creation of 
societies that is people and SPC;  
- the society has the unique social mechanism that carry out revealing and solving 
the social problems, the letter are seen as deviations from social norms. This 
mechanism does not coincide with a state mechanism, the latter is only evident part 
of social mechanism; 
 -the social mechanism of society answers each a new challenge, a new social 
problem with the help of appropriate SPC. Introduction new SPC is accompanied 
by replacement old ones and process of social development assumes reproduction 
of public culture and human potential; 
-the social mechanism of society resulted from long process of social evolution and 
capable to carry out complex administration-managerial and executive functions; 
- complication of societies in process of social evolution occurs spasmodicly (not 
gradually) that caused by the irregular processes assembling, natural selection and 
disintegration, as well as accumulation and transmission of  knowledge. 
                                                 Introduction 
    Domination of rationalistic views continuing already more two centuries in 
social studies has resulted in the deformed concept about societies, that 
significantly complicates the decision of problems of perfection of current societies 
and designs new ones, more democratic, socially focused and steadily developing. 



In E.Durkheim's opinion, up to XIX century researchers did not describe and did 
not explain a society such with what they were, and proposed the vision of a 
society (what they should be) that has caused by great number utopian projects 
(T.More, T.Campanella, G.Fourier etc.). In spite of the fact that in XIX-XX cc. the 
set of alternative concepts of a society is developed (K.Marks, M.Weber, 
F.Giddings, T.Parsons, N.Luman), all of them neverthereless could not overcome 
rationalism of thinking and creates reasonably adequate pattern of a society.  
   In result at the present time practice of the state construction and management 
does without appropriate theory, therefore in practice instead of scientific methods  
prevail group interests. One of the reasons on which to date the society has no the 
adequate theory, consists in delimitation of the social studies occupied with the 
internal problems and institutes. Economic sciences are engaged in economic 
institutes, the sociology – social institutes, political sciences – political ones, and 
for a society in whole anybody (in the scientific plan) does not answer. The time is 
right to rethink all saved up by various sciences has reserved knowledge of 
societies and to develop the new concepts answering to calls of time. The social 
philosophy of XXI c., should become the integrator of knowledge of a society, 
meta-science, accumulating knowledge of social studies, but not substituting them. 
The central part, "nucleus" of new social philosophy should become the modern 
theory of societies (MTS).    
   The people live and work in societies which dictate them the " rules of game " 
and from as far as they are humane in relation to the persons, quality of their life 
depend. However the people have possibility to improve current societies if they 
do not satisfy them or to create new ones, to increase quality of the life. 
Thus the main purpose of MTS consists in improving existing societies and 
designing new ones. Object of research of MTS is various types of societies, since 
primitive and ending modern societies. 
    Proposed below author's version of MTS is attempt of integration of knowledge 
of the societies which have been saved up within the framework of social studies 
(social philosophy, sociology, a political science, the economic theory, social 
anthropology, social psychology, a history).   
                        1.Definition of concept of a society 
 Since antique epoch, there were two basic traditions in an explanation of a society 
and its essence. According to someones (Aristotle, Seneca), the society is the 
natural formation similar to an alive organism; according to another (Epicure, 
Lucretius) - the society is artificial formation, result of the invention and 
purposeful activity of legislators, monks or other members of a society. Antique 
philosophers related to the basic examples of societies, such as families, friendly 
companies, communes, settlements, policies (cities). In medieval Europe societies 
named also Catholic church, rural communities, city communes, workshops, 
corporations. In Renaissance the society frequently associated with a civil society. 
The European thinkers (G.Locke, T.Hobbes, G.Rousseau) have a look at a society 
as the artificial invention of human reason, result of the agreement between people.     
Taking place in Europe on boundary XVIII-XIX cc. political processes have forced 
to see in a society actual force (a social reality), influencing on the fates of many 



people. The society became the main object of research of social studies, mainly 
social philosophy, political economy, sociology and a history. However, the 
predominance of rationalistic views, absence of the unified scientific approach and 
separation of social studies have resulted in loss of understanding of historical 
interrelation between various types of societies and integrity of its perception. At 
the present time there are hundreds definitions of concept of a society, but are not 
present reasonably universal. As before (100 years ago) it is remained polysemy 
and uncertainty for which overcoming it is necessary to address to actual 
observations and the facts as to criterion of the true.       
Observations show, that the main feature of societies is their unique capacity 
adequately to answer calls which some define as capacity to satisfy the social 
needs, or capacity selectively to respond to stimulis, or capacity to reveal and solve 
social problems. The following definition therefore is offered: the society is rather 
stable social wholeness (a social community), showing the reasonable behaviour 
similar to an alive organism. Thus the reasonable behaviour of a society is shown 
in its capacity to reveal and solve social problems by creating and introductions of 
appropriate social institutes, social values and norms, innovations, social systems 
and structures, technologies, practices, ideas, knowledge. Examples of societies in 
this sense are families, settlements, cities, parties, firms, the nations, the world 
communities, a global society. 
                              2.Typology of societies 
 Types of societies are not less varied and numerous than species of animals which 
some millions are totaled. G.Spenser divided societies into simple and complex, 
military and industrial, K.Marks - into primitive-communal, slaveholding, feudal, 
capitalist and communist, K.Popper - into open and closed, E.Durkheim - into 
archaic and capitalist. Present sociologists distinguish traditional, industrial and 
postindustrial societies. Using known typologies it is possible to use also some 
known attributes of classification. So, under the factor of rapproachement of 
subjects in the process of formation of societies, the latter it is possible to 
subdivide into territorial, spiritual and business. On the indication of legitimacy 
societies can divide into legitimate and illegitimate. On the sizes of a society it is 
possible to subdivide into small, average and large. On the basis of presence of the 
state of a society, the letter can divide into state and stateless. Under the factor of 
an origin societies are subdivided into natural, artificial and natural - artificial 
(combined). 
    Natural societies arise spontaneously by means of self-organizing, artificial 
societies are created purposely with a definite purpose, the combined societies 
have in part natural, and in part an artificial origin.  
                                3.An origin of societies 
 Proceeding from researches on social psychology with confidence it is possible to 
assert, that natural societies arise be means of self-organizing ("self-assembly") in 
any social generality. Origin of the elementary societies is connected to occurrence 
of leaders, social institutes, values and norms, a public opinion, informal structures 
and others " the social facts " (E.Durkheim), rendering on people regulating 
influence. It occurs just as the small group turns into collective. 



    Artificial societies historically have appeared after natural which were the first 
samples for their creation. Thus artificial societies are created on the basis of 
models which depend on politics, ideologies, sciences and fashions that is a 
principal cause of their difference from natural societies. 
   Combined societies are created in process of "construction" where the part of 
elements is formed by natural way, and other – artificial one. Noticeable reduction 
of number and a variety of kinds of the natural organizations occurs due to growth 
of densities of the artificial and combined societies. 
                  4.Distinctive and general features of societies 
 Artificial societies are created for the decision of the certain social problems or 
satisfaction of the certain social needs. Their initial prototypes were the religious 
and military organizations with the hierarchical structure, headed by one person or 
one control centre. In such societies practically there is no redundancy and each 
person carries out strictly certain functions. 
    Natural societies have no purposes of creation. Their structure depends on  
character of interpersonal attitudes(relations), therefore it can be arbitrary 
(network, hierarchical, circular etc.). In such societies the authority can be 
dispersed on the several centres. The cases of absence of a visible authority when it 
is not personified (for example, in egalitarian societies) are known also. In such 
societies redundancy is observed in the sense that some members are not capable to 
carry out socially useful activity, therefore all care of them is incured with other 
members. Despite of the significant differences natural and artificial societies have 
much in common, that creates confidence of an opportunity of creation of the 
theory of societies. The general properties of societies are as follows: 1.Integrity 
and stability. 2.Presence of public culture. 3.Regulated behaviour and activity of 
members of a society. 4.Ability to self-development. 5.Ability to answer calls, or 
ability to find out and satisfy the social needs, or in other words, ability to reveal 
and solve social problems. 
    Among these properties the major is the last as existence of societies actually 
depends on it. Unfortunately, this ability having key significance for discovering of 
principles of functioning of societies as turned out investigated least of all. The 
reason for this is domination of rationalistic traditions according to which societies 
are examined mainly as rationally constructed, purposeful,  cybernetic systems. To 
come to modern understanding of functioning and development of societies, we 
shall stop in more detail on property of societies to reveal and solve social 
problems. 
              5.Samples of public culture and social development 
 Ability of societies adequately to answer calls, or to solve social problems, is 
unique. To solve a problem is means to liquidate a deviation from the social norms 
generally accepted in a society. With what help of means, what ways the modern 
society solves the problems? 
    For the answer to this question documents of official bodies of the state and 
municipal administration (the decisions of the governments of parliaments, decrees 
of the President and mayors etc.), and also results of scientific researches were 
used. The analysis of set of similar statements and researches allows to make the 



general representation about the basic means of the solution of social problems and 
to make conclusions, that such means are social institutes, organizational structures 
and systems, social values and norms, innovations, technologies, complex 
programs, management, ideas, the knowledge being samples of public culture 
(SPC). On each new problem as on the new call, the society answers new SPC. 
Thus there is a replacement old SPC by new ones, i.e. process of reproduction of 
the public culture, causing development of a society. We understand a process of 
development of society as process of reproduction of public culture and human 
potential. As the society "lives" while it solves the problems in the certain sense it 
is possible to tell, that development is a way of a survival of a society.  
   Depending on that how there is a fastening SPS in public culture, the natural, 
legitimate and mixed development is possible to distinguish. In the first case 
fastening is carried out with the help of a public opinion. In the second case 
fastening is carried out by legitimate authority on behalf of the state. 
    In modern societies the mixed development when the part of public culture is 
reproduced by natural way, and other part - legitimate one is observed. Taking into 
account that social development essentially depends on what ? ? ?  are created and 
fixed by the state, it is possible to draw a conclusion, that social development is 
essentially controlled process. 
        6. Social mechanisms of societies and principles of their work 
 Ability of societies adequately to answer calls is provided with the unique social 
mechanism, carrying out revealing and the solution of social problems. The social 
mechanism of a society - the concept coined by A.Comte for an explanation of 
integrity and viability of a society as " social body ". After Comte some other of 
classics of sociology "rediscovered" this mechanism, naming its as a regulative 
system (G.Spenser), the mechanism of social system (T.Parsons). However, 
despite of all efforts of classics to draw attention of world scientific community to 
social mechanisms, they did not manage to make it. The convincing examples 
proving existence of social mechanisms, machineries of states are. However the 
machinery of state cannot be identified with the social mechanism of a society as it 
is only legitimate part of the last. 
     On the basis of studying practice of the solution of social problems it is possible 
to allocate with definiteness two basic subsystems of the social mechanism - the 
mechanism of a survival and development and the executive mechanism. The 
former is the main thing, conducting mechanism. It carries out revealing social 
problems and acceptance of the basic administrative decisions, and also decides 
what to do with each problem. It directs ordinary problems to the executive 
mechanism for the direct decision, investigates not ordinary problems and creates 
appropriate SPC which introduction should affect a problem situation positively. 
    Despite of distinction of types of devices of social mechanisms for various types 
of societies, principles of their work have universal enough character. To them it is 
possible to relate principles: "stimulus - reaction" (or "call - answer"), recognition, 
parallelism of the solution, accumulation of the knowledge, fastening SPC, 
reproduction and " additions of activities". 
                   7.The concept of social evolution 



 Complication of forms and increase of the sizes of societies during social 
evolution is noticed already for a long time. However philosophers and 
sociologists explained it differently. The greatest popularity have received the 
formation, cyclic and civilization concepts. Last concept, in our opinion, is a 
significant step forward in comparison with the others, however it demands 
completion. In this connection it is offered the tectological approach to the social 
evolution, as the further development of the civilization concept. According to this 
approach social evolution is a process of construction of new types of the 
civilizations, carried out with the help of three evolutionary mechanisms: 
assembly, natural selection and disintegration. 
   The basic "building materials" for creation of new types of societies are people 
and created by them SPC. As similar "the building materials" substantially are 
created by people consciously and purposely, therefore the first evolutionary 
mechanism (assembly) is controlled by people, so construction of new types of 
societies (including a global society) is partially controlled process. The main role 
in this process play institutes of education, upbringing and sciences.  
   In process of social evolution an accumulation of "a building materials" occurs 
and increases of its variety, that ensures necessary preconditions for construction 
(assembly) more steadier societies. The degree of conscious participation of the 
Human in construction of new types of societies constantly grows. So, if primitive 
societies arose spontaneously, by casual selection and assembly of social units, 
modern societies are constructing consciously. However conscious designing of 
new types of societies, including a global society, demands the scientific approach, 
differently progressive evolution can become regressive one.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


